
580 Letters on Yoga — I

Miracles

What do you mean by a miracle? What people call a miracle is
only something done in a striking way by a process unknown to
them which their minds cannot follow.

*
I have explained that there is no such thing as a miracle. If a
higher consciousness opens a higher power in him, the sadhak
has to use it as part of the new consciousness but in the right
way, without egoism, selfishness, vanity or pride.

Magic

Jādu (magic) is a special practice which is done by professional
magicians or those who learn the art of the magician, but it
is no part of Yoga. What happens in Yoga is that sometimes
or even very commonly certain powers develop in the sadhak
by which he can influence others or make them do things or
make things happen that he wants. This and other Yogic powers
should never be used by the sadhak for egoistic purposes or to
satisfy his vital desires. They can only be used when they become
part of the realised divine consciousness by the Mother herself
or at her command for good and unselfish purposes. There is no
harm in Yogic powers that come naturally as a part of the new
consciousness and are not used for a wrong personal purpose.
For instance you see something in vision or dream and that hap-
pens afterwards in the waking state. Well, that is a Yogic power
of prevision, knowing future things which often occurs as the
consciousness grows; there is nothing wrong in its happening;
it is part of the growth in sadhana. So with other powers. Only
one must not get proud or boast or misuse the powers for the
sake of desire, pride, power or the satisfaction of the ego.

*
By black magic is meant the occultism of the adverse powers
— the occultism of the divine Powers is quite different. One is
based on unity, the other on division.


